WHO’S WHO IN THE DEPARTMENT:
Hello, My name is Mr Andrews and I am the
Head of History. I love History because it makes
me think about what really happened in the past.
It’s like being a detective. My favourite period is
the 20th Century in particular the Spanish Civil
War.
When I’m not thinking about History I love
politics, long walks, swimming, listening to music
Hi, my name is Mr Willmington
and taking part in quizzes. I’m also a football fan
and I teach history. What I
and have supported Liverpool FC all my life. I
really love about History is how
grew up ten minutes walk from Anfield. This may
it can help you understand the
account for my accent.
world we live in now. I like to
I am Miss Aldgate
See you all soon!!!!!!
use lots of maps and paintings
I teach History
to study how familiar places
My favourite topics in History are the
have changed over the years.
Tudors and the Rise of Hitler.
When I’m not working, I like to
I am a massive book worm that loves
go on long walking trips, like the
to read all things fantasy!
Yorkshire Wolds Way (79
I am really looking forward to meeting
miles!!).
you all soon!

History Activities

To get you ready for when we see you
next, we have come up with some
challenges we would like you try and
have a go at!

Word relating to Time

Match the definition to the word:
a period of seven days

Week
Millennia

History Events in order

Can you put these historical events in
order
1066 – The Battle
of Hastings

June 1914 – The
Start of World War 1

1666 – The Great
Fire of London

September 1939 –
The Start of World
War 2

1588 – The Defeat
of the Spanish
Armada

1095 – The Start of
the First Crusade

a period of 28 days or four weeks

Year

a period of one hundred years
Century

a period of ten years

Decade

the period of 365 days
a period of a thousand years

Month

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

Draw a picture of
your favourite
historical figure and
explain why they
are your favourite.

Make a family tree. Start
with yourself and see how
many generations you can
go back. Try to find out
your ancestor’s names,
where they lived and what
they did.

Imagine you are
creating an exhibition in
a museum, what would
you display and why?

Imagine you have a friend
from another country coming
to visit you. Which historical
sites would you take them to
see and why?

